
A year-round connection with thousands
of animation-hungry audience members,
leading to a ten day festival at The
Barbican and other London venues.



Thank you for taking
time out to read this.
Inside you’ll find out
more about the many
ways in which we can
work together...
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Animation is a flexible,
powerful & incredibly
popular platform...

This document outlines some of the ways
in which we propose we can join forces. 

LIAF has proven that it runs successfully on £12,000pa, 
excluding manpower, but we want to grow. Last year, a 
startling 21% of audience members who filled out one of our 
Festival feedback forms expressed a desire to see that 
happen... our feedback forms aren’t multiple-choice; these 
comments came in response to an open-ended question: 
‘Any comments about the Festival... How can we improve it?’ 
Put quite simply, we’ve reacted...

We‘ve already achieved a lot of our goals this year: We’re 
supporting, delivering and promoting animation with genuine 
dedication and passion. But there’s much more to be done... 
and we need financial support.

We understand the value of what we do. We also understand 
the value of working together: sharing expertise; exchanging 
products & services; combining reputations; making 
introductions and the potential for much, much more.

you

financial or inkind support

kudos, exposure, support, exclusivity
and much, much more

sharing expertise
•

exchanging products
& services

•
combining reputations

•
making introductions



mission statement:

vision:

goals:

“The London International
Animation Festival proudly
supports, delivers and
promotes the whole spectrum
of animation, showing that
animation is for everyone.”

supporting animation

• awarding software prizes
• bringing in more animators and industry
 professionals for Q&As

• launching and building upon our online
   article archive
• offering awards sponsored by high-profile

industry players
• organising industry networking events
• providing bursaries for animators
• integrating moderated networking forums
   into our website
• taking British animation to international festivals

promoting
animation

• London International Animation Festival becomes a year-round event
• touring the UK to bring the best animation to cinemas up and down the country
• introducing the LIAF Mini Fest to London audiences
• curating multiple sessions at this Summer's Animation Show at the Barbican Gallery
• organising dozens of other animation-based events: including live musical accompaniament to rare silent animated films
• screening at the biggest film festivals around the world - this year there will be LIAF screenings at Expotoons (Argentina),
   Animasivo (Mexico), 1st Phillipines International Film Festival, KAFF (Hungary) and IEFF (Poland)

delivering animation

• excelling in the support and delivery of animation
• communicating with new audiences by
   affiliating with established organisations
• appealing to new audiences by offering
   hybrid animation/music events
• increasing cross-promotion with other arts

festivals and organisations
• actively pursuing endorsements and patrons
• raising funds for creative promotional campaigns
• launching and building upon our free online

animation dailymotion channel

“Our vision for this year and the immediate
future is to be the central hub for animation
in the UK, working with key players to
support, deliver and promote animation in
London, the UK and the World.”



We’re ready for partnership and we have
flexible packages on the table to suit...

training & support
LIAF has forged strong connections with animators
and educators. We are equipped to support and 
facilitate animation training.

awards & events 
sponsorship
We’d love to work with you to deliver the best possible 
LIAF events, whilst supporting the industry and 
promoting you.

LIAF has grown rapidly,
our dvd collection is
expanding and we’ve
secured our new venue;
The Barbican

1 retail
we supply you
We will supply our dvds to you at a significantly 
reduced fixed price for each year of partnership. Your 
company could be the exclusive retailer of LIAF dvds.

we advertise our product
We pledge to advertise the LIAF dvd collection in our 
LIAF programme, LIAF catalogue and on our website 
and to promote the LIAF collection through annual 
giveaway competitions, social networking and 
newsletters as well as at our Festival, Mini Festival and 
Tour. Given additional funding, we can pledge to invest 
a proportion back into marketing our product.

we direct our sales to you
Any links, tabs or ads to buy dvds on our site take 
our visitors directly to the designated ‘buy it now’ 
area on your site. We can also offer the same high
percentage of profit for you on all sales generated 
at our Festival venues.

2 industry



3 corporate
we offer so many ways to get your
name out there

We’re predicting a significant audience increase this 
year as LIAF becomes a year-round event. We’ve 
launched our tour of the UK and our fantastic new 
venue; The Barbican, has an impressive marketing 
machine - we’re already working together to  
promote the Festival. Moreover, a strong LIAF 
presence at a three-month-long animation exhibition 
held at The Barbican’s Art Gallery is the perfect 
lead-in to our Festival: LIAF is the big finale to an 
entire Summer of animation and has a new home at 
the very centre of our amazing culture-filled capital.

online
Dedicated highest priority advertising space on our 
website • Logo presence in multiple locations including 
a profile on our Partners page • Co-written news 
articles featured on our home page • Competitions • 
Direct link to your site for all dvd purchases.

print
Full page colour ad in the LIAF catalogue in the highest 
profile area • Priority ad for your company in the LIAF 
programme • Prioroty logo presence with our Partners 
in the LIAF catalogue and programme • Option to insert 
printed materials in our dvd cases to promote your 
company.

onscreen
Inclusion of your company logo in the LIAF trailer (to be 
screened twice a night at The Barbican in the run-up to 
the Festival) • Pre-screening still or animated graphic 
prior to all LIAF events (including the year-round 
LIAF Tour).

venue
Verbal acknowledgement and thanks by our Festival 
Director at the LIAF launch party • Invitations to launch 
party • Option to place pop-up banners in auditorium • 
Venue decoration available at selected venues • 
Logo presence on a projected still throughout the 
duration of LIAF Q&A and panel events • Logo 
presence on posters and plasma screens at venues 
• Product sampling • Placement of product in 
Festival goodie-bags.

dvd trailers
Trailer space on dvd releases to advertise your 
company.

An ‘In association with’ or ‘Official Sponsors of’
combined logo can appear on many more 
formats displaying the LIAF logo throughout each 
year of partnership.



So how are we getting
our name out there?



publicity

As well as our regular 
communication and 
publicity, we’re joining 
forces with the incredibly 
talented marketing team 
at our new home - The 
Barbican to promote our 
Festival. We’ll be reaching 
tens of thousands of 
potential audience 
members through well 
established lines of 
communication. If you’d 
like to find out more about 
our regular communication 
and publicity, please 
contact us and ask for our 
About LIAF brochure.
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barbican gallery
event leaflet...40,000+

barbican e-list...70,000+

barbican film guide...25,000

LIAF programmes...20,000
barbican guide...38,000

barbican gallery
e-list...70,000+



...and how will we get
your name out there?



cyclical ad here

dvds

we can feature co-written
articles here

partners
here

we’ll place your logo
with a link in multiple
locations on our site

proposed web layout for 2011

Our website is getting a complete overhaul. 
Phase one involves lots more interactivity, with a 
dailymotion TV channel, twitter and facebook 
widgets, regular news updates, LIAF events 
listings, archived articles and a page dedicated to 
our Partners. Phase two will see the integration 
of a moderated forum, an online shop and LIAF 
Membership. The aim is to get visitors to stay 
longer and to interact more. 

We can direct traffic to you with links, dedicated 
ad space and co-written news articles. We can 
even direct our dvd sales directly to you. We will 
allocate Festival tickets and passes as prizes for 
competitions hosted by your site. Of course, we 
welcome all suggestions as to how we can get 
our sites talking to each other.

partners

partner

online
dedicated promotional
space on an annual
basis

want to sell our dvds?
have a direct link from
us to you for all LIAF
dvd purchases



print

Our colour printed programmes are distributed London-wide prior
to each Festival. Each year we commission a piece of bespoke
artwork to celebrate our Festival and brighten our literature.

Our printed catalogue is viewed
by thousands in the international
animation industry.

Each year we produce a 60+ page A4 Festival Catalogue - 
a magazine-style collection of detailed introductions to all 
our programmes, with notes from our Festival Director, 
articles on our annual Technique Focus and much more. 
We print 200 copies (full colour cover with black and white 
interior pages) to make available for sale at our Festival 
venues. They cost £5 and offer multiple advertising 
opportunities • We distribute 20,000 full colour printed 
Programmes each year which offer advertising space as 
well as an area dedicated to our Partner’s logos. We also 
make our Programme available for free to download on 
our website. • We offer the option of an ‘In association 
with’ or ‘Official Sponsors of’ combined logo to appear on 
our printed Programme with potential to appear across 
other printed materials. • Printed advertising opportunities 
are likely to increase in 2011 with Quad Crown format 
cinema posters, flyering campaigns and pop-up banners.

20,000 full colour
programmes
distributed across
London and the UK
every single year



print

logo

catalogue
ad

here

We propose the option of an ‘In
association with’ or ‘Official
Sponsors of’ combined logo.
This could appear on a significant
amount of LIAF printed material.
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Our printed catalogue
holds advertising space. 
The inside front cover or 
inside back cover (both 

full colour) can be 
reserved for your ads. 
We also have multiple 
black & white full and 

half pages available

We can place Partner’s 
logos on the front page 
of our full colour printed 

programme. The highest 
priority spot can be 

reserved for you.

Advertising space is 
available inside our 

printed program- the 
priority areas can be 

reserved.
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dvds
An opportunity to use dvd inserts for
advertising is available to Partners
(you supply printed literature).

Option to
use dvd
insert for

advertising
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onscreen

Each year we commission an animated trailer for our 
Festival. The trailer can conclude with a graphic of a 
combined logo (see our proposed logo on ‘print’ pages) 
and will be screened twice a night at our main venue - The 
Barbican for at least one week in the run-up  to the Festival 
(this can also be used as a projected still at all Q&A and 
Panel sessions - see the next page for details). • We can 
provide dedicated screentime to your company logo (or a 
short animated graphic) prior to every programme session 
at the Festival as well as on all LIAF Tour dates throughout 
the UK.• We have strong contacts in the world of animation 
and if you need help producing an animated logo for use on 
our screens (or to use independently on your own website), 
we can assist you.

We commission a filmmaker to make a trailer using the animation
technique that is the focus of the Festival for each year. 
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pop up banners

poster & plasma screen

 projected stills

venue
We can place pop-up banners 

advertising your company within The 
Barbican’s cinema interior to raise 

your company profile. The auditorium 
lighting can be used to colourwash 

the walls and ceiling in corporate 
colours. Venue decoration is also 

available at one of our satellite 
venues; The Horse Hospital.

Quad Crown format posters advertising 
the Festival will be on display in The 

Barbican cinema foyer in the run up to the 
Festival, at our satellite venues and at our 
year-round UK LIAF Tour. We can place 

your logo on these posters or an ‘In 
association with’ or ‘Official Sponsors Of’ 
combined logo. This combined logo can 

also appear on the many plasma screens 
situated throughout The Barbican.

We can project an ‘In association 
with’ or ‘Official Sponsors Of’ 

combined logo throughout the 
entire length of every Q&A session 

held at The Barbican during the 
Festival in 2011.



These films are almost
impossible to see
outside of the film
festival circuit, many
are exclusive to LIAF

Best of LIAF 2006, Best of
LIAF 2007, Best of LIAF 2008
Best of LIAF 2009, Best of
LIAF 2009: Animated
Documentaries 1, Best of
LIAF 2009: Children’s Films 1

Our fantastic range of dvds (one to celebrate 
each year of our Festival) is compiled, mastered 
and ready to go. We’re looking for a high profile 
retailer to supply it to the film-loving public, with 
the possibilitiy of exclusivity as the sole stockist.

We’ll be adding to our collection each year, with 
several titles planned for 2011 release: Best of 
LIAF 2010; Children’s Animation for 4-8 year 
olds; LIAF Late Night Bizarre 1; Female 
Animators (in association with Women In Film & 
Television) and Animated Documentaries 2. 
Future collaborative releases are on the cards 
with some very high profile institutions. 

We’d love to talk to you about integrating dvd 
buying categories within your store (such as 
‘Animated Shorts’), as well as future special 
edition blu-ray releases. We can offer you trailer 
opportunities within each dvd to promote your 
other products, as well as the chance to insert 
printed material inside the cases. Our aim is to 
open up the possibilities of animation to every 
potential dvd buyer... animation is for everyone.

o
pportunity

 trailerOption to
use dvd
insert for

advertising

 £4.99cost
per
unit

 £18.99RRP

dvds



award sponsorship

screening sponsorship

event sponsorship

We screen multiple competition Programmes 
throughout our Festival including ‘Best British Film’ and 
the ultimate ‘Best of the Fest’. Winners are voted for by 
a panel of guest judges (we also have audience voting in 
place). Sponsoring an award is an excellent way to 
support the industry and attach your name to a part of 
animation history. Award sponsorship can be adjusted 
to suit you; awarding prizes, commissioning a trophy, 
funding an award ceremony or hosting an entire evening  
are some of the options available.

Sponsoring an individual 
screening is a great way to 
become directly associated with 
a specific feature film, or a 
collection of films that have a 
particular resonance with your 
agenda. We can curate 
bespoke Programmes and 
work with you to creatively 
market the results.

LIAF organises a rapidly increasing number of events for the animation calendar; 
perhaps the most significant of which is the LIAF UK Tour. Hand-picked LIAF 
Programmes are distributed (complete with promotional materials and a press 
release) to cinemas up and down the country. Coming onboard to sponsor our 
Tour will literally take your name across the UK (not to mention help us in our 
quest to deliver animation to an even larger audience). We also offer you the 
opportunity to sponsor our annual Festival launch party, Industry Weekenders 
and all manner of animation-based events throughout the year. We’re incredibly 
proud and grateful to have access to the highest standard of animated treasures 
and LIAF events can be sculpted to fit any occasion or purpose.

event
sponsorship

Man Is The Only Bird That Carries His Own Cage - Claude Weiss, LIAF 09



training &
support
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We work very closely with The Film & Video 
Workshop: an educational charity that specialises in 
animation. We have direct access to the staff and 
facitlities required to provide practical entry-level 
animation workshops, both at our HQ in Islington, 
and virtually any other location you should chose, 
with the help of mobile animation stations.

We can offer advice and support when embarking 
upon daunting animation-based projects. One of our 
most recent privileges was accepting an advisory 
role for the BBC’s production of ‘The Trouble With 
Love And Sex’: the first-ever feature-length animated 
documentariy made for British television.

We can also organise Talks, Panels and Q&As to fit 
in with virtually any of your requirements, having an 
extensive contact list - we’re lucky enough to be on 
‘first-name-terms’ with some of the world’s leading 
animators. We’re always particularly proud to 
support animation with our matchmaking abilities.

Not only that, we can set up specialist animation 
Masterclasses and have everything in place to work 
with you to facilitate software-specific training. 



supporting
animation

how we’d spend
we have plans...

maintenance
First of all, the boring bits... it takes a lot of hidden costs to run our Festival: we have a 
huge annual freight bill generated by importing films from all four corners of the globe 
and then shipping them back again; fees for distribution rights to show our animated 
gems to the world; curation costs to create and collate our programmes; design and 
printing costs to ensure we’re distributing the best possible literature to our audiences - 
the list goes on.

We want to continue to support, promote and deliver animation and we see huge 
amounts of symbiotic potential in joining forces with savvy businesses and 
organisations. We have a lot of ideas for the future, so here’s a sneaky peek at some 
of them, pending financial support of course...

We also want to interview filmmakers and 
commission animation-based articles for 
publication in our Festival catalogue and 
on our website; cultivating the beginning 
of our archived database of exclusive and 
significant literature.

We’ve already invested in a whole new 
level of interactivity in our new website 
and we’re eager to develop our site 
further by integrating moderated forums 
to get everyone networking.

We’ve spent time interviewing our LIAF 
entrants and we‘ve seen a genuine desire 
for networking events to aid success in 
the industry. We consider it our duty to 
support them in every possible way and 
want to host regular fun 
‘speed-animation’ events to encourage 
creative unions and create career 
opportunities.

We already bring into our Festival as 
many animators and industry 
professionals as we possibly can. At 
the moment this is dependent upon the 
generosity of foreign embassies. We’d 
really like the funds to bring in more  
guests and for them to be able to stay 
with us for longer - Q&As, 
Masterclasses and Panels are quite 
literally priceless to the animation 
community.

We’d absolutely love to encourage and 
support filmmakers further with LIAF 
bursaries and to be able to offer 
productive prizes such as software and 
equipment to encourage animators. 
Prestigious awards and surrounding 
ceremonies sponsored by high-profile 
industry players would be a beneficial 
addition to our Festival and the 
animation industry as a whole.



We’re brimming with ideas for new and 
exciting events and promotions to appeal 
to new audiences and to continue to 
excite our existing ones.

We’d love to launch a massive campaign 
to bring back the animated B movie. We 
want to organise more live 
music/animation hybrid events which 
feature competitions for musicians to 
accompany silent animations.

We want to spend more time 
cross-promoting with other Festivals and 
to pursue the integration of LIAF into the 
UK music Festival scene - our cult-status 
‘Late Night Bizarre’ Festival sessions 
belong in the after-hours movie tents of all 
camping music Festivals.

LIAF would benefit enormously from a 
glamourous boost to our launch parties 
(VJs, free bar, live bands and so on) as  
well as the ability to court high profile

patrons - and so we want to be able to 
boast the best possible hospitality to 
our honourary guests and judges.

Of course, we want to offer the best 
merchandise; the obligatory t-shirts 
souvenirs, as well as branded USB 
sticks, flick books and goodies that are 
actually useful to the animation-hungry.

Just as we want to spread the word 
about animation to a new audience, 
our aim is to communicate with our 
existing audience as regularly and in as 
many different ways as possible: we’re 
keen to create new and informative 
material for our brand new web TV 
channel; in particular filming LIAF Q&A 
sessions, as well as producing an 
annual short film wrapping up our 
Festival and providing potential 
audiences members with an accessible 
glimpse of what goes on behind the 
scenes at LIAF.

manpower
We need manpower to ensure we continue to realise our goals: the LIAF office is 
buzzing with enthused determination to secure LIAF as a permanent year-round, 
all-round event...

delivering
animation

numerous other events, we’d like to 
explore alternative ways to deliver 
animation: providing film content for 
mobile phones; investigating 
animation-based smartphone 
applications; investing in 3D animation 
events; exploring the relationship 
between animation and gaming and 
investigating the potential in more 
hybrid animation events - the potential 
for animation to form exciting and 
fruitful bonds with other medium is 
very, very exciting to us.

promoting
animation

We already deliver the largest 
animation Festival in the UK; and now 
we’re delivering animation all 
year-round... for now. Our LIAF Tour, 
Mini-Fest, Industry Weekender, 
Barbican Gallery Sessions and 
International LIAF events take time 
and money to curate and we must 
ensure that we continue to deliver 
them to our loyal and enthusiastic 
existing audience as well as to our 
growing new audience. In addition to 
continuing to run our annual Festival and



So now you know all
about LIAF and our
thoughts on how we
can work together...

If you’d like to get
involved, if you
have questions, or if
you have some
suggestions of your
own, please don’t
hesitate... we’d love to
hear from you

t 0207 607 8660 e info@liaf.org.uk w www.liaf.org.uk | The London International Animation Festival, Hungerford Rd, London, N7 9LF
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